
*We are happy to pour you a splash of a beer before ordering a
FULL pour. If you’d like to try several, might we suggest a flight!*

16oz / 8oz / 4oz / Pitcher / 16 oz Can (to go)

1. Month of Sundays - Flanders-style Sour Red - 6.0%
$ - / 7 / 4 / - / 7

Fashioned after the sour beers originating from the West Flanders region of Belgium,
this beer was brewed many Sundays ago and left to age in barrels. A dark
reddish-brown sour, it is jammy, slightly acetic, and red wine-like.

2. Wee Scunner - Scottish Red - 5.1%
$ 7 / 4.5 / 2.5 / 24 / 4.5

A malty, full-bodied ale reminiscent of an English-style brown ale. Lightly roasted malts
lend chocolate and coffee notes as well as a pleasantly parching quality, keeping this
beer highly sessionable. The beer name is a Scottish expression for a small nuisance.

3. Meal Ticket - Imperial Stout - 8.1%
$ 8 / 5 / 2.75 / 28 / 5

If you’re looking for a nightcap at the end of the party, we have just what you’re looking
for. Decadence on blast. Rich deep cocoa, caramel, and coffee flavors and aromas.
Robust and boozy with an amalgam of complexity and richness that coats the tongue
and back of the throat.

4. Earl of Hell’s Waistcoat - Black IPA - 7.0%
$ 7 / 4.5 / 2.5 / 24 / 4.5

Also sometimes referred to as an American Black Ale or Cascadian Dark Ale, our Black
IPA is dry & light in body, and characterized by a balance of gentle roasted malt flavor
and piney hop flavor and aroma from Cascade, Chinook, and Columbus hops from Billy
Goat Hop Farm in Montrose.

5. Geriatrique (jair-e-at-REEK) - Lime Lavender Hard Seltzer - 4.2%
$ 7 / 4.5 / 2.5 / 24 / 4.5

Grandma fought brewing our first seltzer tooth and nail, but we won her over by letting
her do it her way. Fermented with lime and lavender, this seltzer drinks almost like the
white wine spritzers she loves so much.

6. Barney Kool Breeze - Blackberry Cobbler Sour - 4.3%
$ 8 / 5 / 2.75 / 28 / 5

We brought back the first in a series of beers honoring the late great Ol' Dirty Bastard.
This tart wheat beer is accented by an addition of over 130 lbs. of blackberry this time
around, while biscuit malt, brown sugar, vanilla, and ginger provide the graham cracker
effect. A few of these light, refreshing purple dranks and you'll be ready to shimmy.
Gluten Reduced CONTAINS LACTOSE

7. Lethologica - Baltic Porter - 8.3%
$ 8 / 5 / 2.75 / 28 / 5

Much lower roast and smoother than an Imperial Stout, and fruitier than a typical
Porter. More like a higher alcohol Schwarzbier or Black Lager. The beer name means
the inability to remember or put your finger on the right word.

8. Bourbon Barrel-Aged Solid Muldoon - Belgian Quad - 10.1%
$ - / 7 / 4 / / 7

Big bourbon aromas of vanilla, caramel, and chocolate frame intense malt up front. The
palate follows suit with vanilla and light coconut notes accenting the dark fruit notes of
the base beer. Think a bourbon-soaked chocolate-covered cherry..

9. Frog You Up - Red Wine Barrel-Aged Belgian Dubbel - 6.5%
$ 9 / 5.5 / 3 / 32 / 5.5

Our Belgian Dubbel is a medium-bodied, deep amber ale that showcases complex
flavors and aromas of caramel and chocolate malt sweetness along with subdued
fruity esters of raisins and plums, which dance across the tongue along with the red
wine accents from the barrel. The beer name is a Flemish expression meaning to make
you feel better.

10. Foggy Memory - Hazy IPA - 6.7%
$ 8 /5 / 2.75 / 28 / 5

Kids these days probably think they invented those NEIPAs everyone is tripping over
themselves for, but me and Pappy were drinking them when those whippersnappers
weren’t even a glimmer in their mama’s eyes. Easy drinkin’ extravaganza of Cashmere,
Comet, Taiheke, and Motueka hops they were! Hazy to all hell. Deep yellow like a fresh
banana. Thick white head you could float a hay penny on! A smorgasbord of tropical
flavors! Glad to see some things are still made like they used to be.

11. Twisted Enkel - Belgian Singel - 5.0%
$ 7 / 4.5/ 2.5 / 24 / 4.5

A refreshingly bitter and very dry Belgian ale. First Gold and Saaz hops provide fruity
and spicy complements to the Belgian yeast character. This beer is probably what the
monks themselves drink on a daily basis.

12. Solid Muldoon - Belgian Quadrupel - 8.6%
$ - / 5.5 / 3 / - / 5.5

Named after quite possibly the most infamous hoax in Colorado history (and a
subsequent former bar in Durango), this Belgian Quadrupel, or Belgian Dark Strong Ale,
is the real deal. A full-bodied and high ABV dark amber ale with flavors and aromas of
caramel, dark sugar, and raisins.

13. Wildpinkler - Dark German Wheat - 5.1%
$ 7 / 4.5 / 2.5 / 24 / 4.5

With flavor and aroma characteristics from the Hefeweizen yeast strain (banana,
bubblegum, clove) but a darker malt profile, this amber/brown ale can be considered
German wheat beer for the cooler months. The beer name is a German work for a
public urinator.

14. Geborgenheit (gah-BOAR-ghen-hite) - German Wheat & Oat Beer -
5.8%

$ 7 / 4.5 / 2.5 / 24 / 4.5
Named for the town of Kottbuss in Germany, a Kottbusser differs from other wheat
beers such as Hefeweizens, as a result of being fermented with a neutral yeast strain.
A touch of molasses dries the beer out slightly while providing a bit of complexity. The
beer name is a German word that translates to being completely present in the
moment. Gluten Reduced

15. Wobbly Pop - American Barleywine - 10.9%
$ - / 6 / 3.5 / - / 6

A well-hopped interpretation of the strongest of the English Strong Ales. Amarillo,
Nugget, and Columbus hops provide additional balance to the sweetness of this
American counterpart to the more sweet British version. The beer name is an Old West
term for beer.

16. Yule Hole - Blonde Ale w/ Cherry - 5.0%
$ 8 / 5 / 2.75 / 28 / 5

We took a basic blonde ale and spruced it up with 170 lbs of cherries. Easy peasy
cherry squeezy The beer name is the last hole to which one is able to stretch their belt
at a Christmas dinner. Gluten Reduced

17. Beau Geste (bow jest)- French Amber Lager - 5.6%
$ 7 / 4.5 / 2.5 / 24 / 4.5

Our Biere de Printemps (“Spring Beer”) is a historical French beer style that is deep
amber in color, creamy, and easy to drink with a gentle maltiness and underlying
fruitiness from the French hops The beer name is a French expression for a noble
gesture in form but meaningless in substance. Gluten Reduced

A 25% gratuity will be added to all tabs left open overnight

We use a tip pool that is distributed between all
front-of-house and back-of-house employees



Non-Alcoholic Beverages (in glass cooler):

*No refunds/exchanges on canned non-alcoholic beverages*

Atmos NA Seltzer (12oz) - $6.00

Atmos NA Beer (16oz) - $7.00

Aura Bora NA Herbal Sparkling Water (12oz) - $6.00

Better Than Booze NA Cocktail (12oz) - $6.00

Ceria NA Beer (12oz) - $6.00

Curious Elixirs Booze-Free Craft Cocktails (2 cocktails per 12oz
bottle/can) - $12.00

De Sol NA Aperitif (8oz) - $7.00

Dram Apothecary NA Sparkling Water (12oz) - $6.00

Dram Apothecary NA Sparkling Water w/ CBD (12oz) - $7.00

Frescos Naturales NA Sparkling Agua Frescas (12oz) - $6.00

Ghia NA Aperitif (8oz) - $7.00

Gruvi NA Beer (12oz) - $6.00

Heywell NA Energy Drink (12oz) - $7.00

Hiyo NA Seltzer (12oz) - $7.00

HOPWTR NA Sparkling Water (12oz) - $6.00

Kin Euphorics NA Energy Drink (8oz) - $6.00

Lowtail Libations NA Cocktail (12oz) - $7.00

Mayawell NA Sparkling Prebiotic Soda (12oz) - $6.00

Mingle NA Cocktails (12oz) - $7.00

Mocktails NA Cocktails (7oz) - $6.00

Moment NA Sparkling Water (12oz) - $6.00

Needs & Wants Sparkling Tea (12oz) - $6.00

Nonny NA Beer (12oz) - $6.00

Nope NA Cocktail (12oz) - $7.00

NuRange Cold Brew Coffee (7.5oz) - $6.00

Parch NA Cocktail (8oz) - $7.00

Rishi Sparkling Botanical Tea (12oz) - $6.00

Rocky Mountain Soda (12oz) - $5.00

Sanzo NA Sparkling Water (12oz) - $6.00

Sarilla NA Sparkling Tea (12oz) - $6.00

Sati Soda (12oz) - $6.00

Something & Nothing NA Sparkling Water (12oz) - $6.00

Taika NA Coffee (8oz) - $6.00

Three Kings Organic Yerba Mate Kombucha w/ Adaptogens (12oz) -
$6.00

Two Roots NA Beer (12oz) - $6.00

Visitor NA Beer (12oz) - $6.00

Wildwonder NA Sparkling Probiotic Drink (12oz) - $7.00

Zenjoy NA Sparkling Tea (12oz) - $6.00

Snacks:

12” Frozen Pizza - $10.00
● Cheese
● Pepperoni
● Supreme
● Three Meat

Carolina Kettle Chips - $5.00

Denver Chip Co. - $5.00

Kettlehead Popcorn - $7.00

Memaw’s Country Kitchen Cookies - $6.00

Merch:

Gram Reaper Hoodies - $50
Trucker Hats - $15
T-Shirts - $25
Patched Vintage Flannels - Price as Marked
Patched Vintage Hoodies - Price as Marked
Large Patch - $3
Small Patch - $2


